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Join the Fight Against
Free Radicals™
in your dog’s
digestive system

Wild Krill Oil from the Antarctic Ocean
√ Up to 8 times more ASTAXANTHIN
than krill oil for humans

NEW

√ Astaxathin is an extremely

powerful ANTIOXIDANT that
fights free radicals

√ FREE RADICALS are harmful
molecules produced during
digestion

√ Astaxathin helps support your
dog’s IMMUNE SYSTEM

√ 8 ounces last 4 MONTHS
for a 50 pound dog!

Super Antioxidant Supplement for Dogs
www.grizzlypetproducts.com • 1-888-323-5575
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Rocky’s Rollers by Jones Natural Chews
Rocky’s Rollers are a soft flexible sausage treat that can be easily broken into small pieces for training.
They are made with US meat and come in three flavors: beef, chicken and lamb. All Jones products are
grown and made in the USA. www.jonesnaturalchew.com

LOOKING GOOD
Naturally

THE POPULARITY
OF NATURAL
INGREDIENTS IN
PET GROOMING
PRODUCTS KEEPS
GROWING.
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T

he trend of natural grooming products is
here to stay, so retailers must be able to
accommodate consumers. A lot of customers want to stay away from chemicals when
it comes to their pets’ skin. Natural grooming
products are gentler than synthetic chemicals.

Naturally Clean
In keeping with this preference, earthbath offers
a full line of completely natural grooming products for dogs and cats, including shampoos, conditioners, grooming wipes, waterless shampoos
and deodorizing spritzes.
“We use ingredients from nature to address specific grooming needs that we know are
common for pets,” said Yvonne Roth, director
of marketing for earthbath. “For example, our
newest shed-control shampoo and conditioner contains organic, fair trade shea butter and
omega-6 fatty acids, which are known to naturally moisturize skin and reduce shedding. Our
popular Oatmeal & Aloe shampoo uses colloidal
oatmeal to address itching and flaking in coats.”
According to Roth, earthbath is extremely particular about the ingredients that go into
their products—and also the ingredients that
don’t. Their products never contain parabens,
sulfates or artificial colors and fragrances.
So why are the natural ingredients in earthbath so beneficial?
“The skin is the largest organ of our bodies
and it absorbs the products and any associated
toxins that we put on it,” said Roth. “Natural
ingredients are less likely to cause irritation for
both the pets and the pet parents or groomers
who are exposed to them. They are also better
for the environment. Our products are biodegradable and the soapy runoff is perfectly safe
for grass and plant life.”
Natural ingredients are also important to
Glo-Marr’s KENIC line. It offers a Defender Organic Pet Shampoo made from a blend of citrus
and natural aloe vera. These ingredients help
soothe itchy skin. Glo-Marr also has a line of pet
bathing solutions called NATRRELLE, which of-

fers delicate ingredients like apricot, peach and
lavender but doesn’t contain the detergents that
can strip a pet’s skin of natural oils.
Additionally, Glo-Marr offers a natural flea
and tick shampoo called BALANCE Pennyroyal Pet Shampoo. It’s reported to naturally repel
fleas, ticks, flies and mosquitos. With all-natural
ingredients like pennyroyal and aloe vera, the
shampoo will not strip a pet’s coat and can be
used as often as necessary.
Finally, Glo-Marr features the award-wining BARKTINI Blends shampoo line, with
fun names like Pina Colada Pooch, Margarita
Mutt, Cosmopolitan Canine and Daiquiri Dog.
An available POP display of these shampoos
could really appeal to customers. These contain
all-natural beneficial ingredients like natural botanical conditioners to keep a dog’s coat shiny
and smelling fresh.
Beyond Shampoos
Kanberra products, which include wipes, sprays
and gels, are also natural.
“Kanberra products don’t contain alcohol or
chemicals and only use the antimicrobial powers
of pure Australian tea tree oil to eliminate odors
at their source,” said Joel Solly, president and
CEO of Kanberra. “There aren’t any masking
agents or harsh odors. When Kanberra products
are working, all you smell is fresh, clean air—the
way Mother Nature intended.”
What makes Kanberra a natural product?
It’s all about the ingredients.
“Kanberra only uses pure Australian tea
tree oil certified by ATTIA (Australian Tea Tree
Industry Association), Ltd., and we’re the only
all-natural air purifier to receive this certification,” said Solly. “By using only certified pure
Australian tea tree oils, you know that you are
receiving a high-quality product that contains
only quality ingredients.”
While using all-natural ingredients, Kanberra delivers multiple benefits to keep pet coats
healthy, shiny and pest-free.
“Kanberra products tend to ease allergy

5/29/2015 5:15:53 PM
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Vitamin Ninja by Natura Petz
This superfood, omega-3 and vitamin supplement is veterinarian formulated to provide superior
nutrition. The organic ingredients include spirulina and camu camu, sources of vitamin C, healthful
minerals, essential amino acids and other beneficial compounds. Promotes heart, digestive and
immune system health. www.naturapetz.com

symptoms—both in pets and in their pet parents,” said Solly. “Not to mention tea tree oil
is also a natural repellant for critters like fleas,
ticks and mosquitos. Many people use Kanberra
Spray on themselves and their pets during the
summer months to avoid annoying mosquito bites. Even the all-purpose Kanberra Wipes
can be used to wipe down muddy dog paws and
freshen coats between grooming appointments.
Every day we hear about more uses from Kanberra lovers everywhere.”
While shampoos, sprays and wipes are immensely popular, some pet owners want to pamper their pets by giving them luxurious spa-type
treatments. Madra Mór allows them to do just
that.
Madra Mór Canine Mud treatments are
made with natural ingredients, according to
strict Ecocert guidelines, and are free of harsh
detergents and chemicals.
These unique muds come in four varieties:
Soothing Mud, loaded with natural antioxidants
and astringent ingredients to help with itchy
skin; Flea Relief Mud, a chemical-free way to
ward off parasites; Shed Safely Mud, which removes loose fur and unclogs hair follicles; and
Mobility Mud, which relieves sore muscles and
achy joints from exercise, arthritis and more.
For People and Pets
The pet humanization trend goes hand-in-hand
with the natural products market. But sometimes these pet grooming purchases have benefits for humans, too.
“Not only are Kanberra products great for
pet areas like crates, pet beds and litter boxes but
pet owners will find they can use Kanberra in
so many other areas,” said Solly. “Cigarette smell
in your car? Use Kanberra. Musty odor in your
RV? Use Kanberra. Smelly gym bag in your son’s
room? Use Kanberra. Mildewed storage areas?
Use Kanberra.”
One thing is for sure: Natural products aren’t just a passing trend.
“Natural is here to stay,” said Roth. “Consumers are increasingly aware of what they put
in and on their bodies, learning to read labels
and understand the value of better ingredients.
We are proud to have been one of the pioneers of
natural grooming products in the pet industry
and we are always looking for new and innovative ways to make our products even better.”
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THE NATURAL
TREATS THAT
ARE GOOD
FOR DOGS,
GREAT FOR
PROFITS.
Our gluten-free natural dog treats contain no GMO’s, preservatives or added
sugars. That’s why dogs and owners throughout North America continue to
choose WHIMZEES – the natural, grain-free, human-grade dental treats.
Join in the whimsical fun and enjoy great sales, call toll free (855) 258-3224
or visit WHIMZEES.com

Visit WHIMZEES.com
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They Know What They Want
More than ever, savvy consumers seek out natural ingredients in pet food.

I

f you own a pet store, chances are you’ve heard customers ask
if a food is made with natural ingredients. The all-natural food
trend has exploded and consumers are ready to pay anything
to make sure their pet is getting the most out of its meals.
Humanization Driving Natural Trend
“With today’s great humanization trend of pets, we are feeding
our pets the same way we are eating—natural and organic,” said
Susan Parker, general manager at Scarlett Pet Food.
The company delivers just that for pet owners seeking human-quality products.
“We offer seed-based, complete, balanced diets containing
natural fruits, nuts and veggies for companion birds and small
animals,” she said. Scarlett’s entire line of natural diets contains no
artificial colors or preservatives.
According to Parker, that has become pretty important to
customers.
“Because of this trend we are seeing in the marketplace, retailers need to stay current by offering their customers what they
are looking for,” she said. “Consumers are well educated today.
They typically do their research on the Internet before coming
into the retail store. They know what they want and they expect
the retailer to have it. It makes sense to offer the natural diets
along with the traditional products.”
Scarlett Pet Foods is not offered in big box stores.
“We are the independent pet’s ‘house brand,’ which allows the
retailer to offer the customer a product that cannot be bought everywhere. This builds customer loyalty for the retailer.”
Scarlett isn’t the only one picking up on this trend. Merrick
Pet Care has been in the natural game for years. They use real

whole foods in their all-natural recipes.
“We understand that pet parents actively seek out the very
best for their pets,” said Betsy Berger, communications manager at Merrick Pet Care. “That’s why at Merrick we strive to make
the best food ever for pets that delivers on the highest nutrition,
quality and taste.”
Merrick’s pet foods let their natural diets really shine. The
first ingredient is always real deboned meat because dogs and cats
need high-quality protein.
“We add fresh fruits and vegetables for additional vitamins,
minerals and fiber,” said Berger. “We use only the freshest, all-natural ingredients—no additives, sweeteners, artificial colors or
preservatives and no cheap fillers like corn, soy or wheat—and no
ingredients from China.”
Along with providing such great ingredients, the advantages
to feeding Merrick’s natural pet foods are numerous.
“All-natural recipes like Merrick’s offer benefits in terms of
nutrition, quality and taste,” said Berger. “For example, high-quality proteins provide healthy fuel plus healthy fats for concentrated energy, omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids for healthy skin and
coat, powerful levels of glucosamine for healthy joints and chondroitin for better flexibility. Fresh fruits and vegetables provide
a pet with important vitamins and minerals. For pet parents, a
high-quality, all-natural diet provides them the peace of mind that
they’re giving their pets all they need to thrive.”
Emphasizing Natural Ingredients
Solid Gold Pet recently changed their packaging to highlight the
amazing natural ingredients found in every bag.
“As America’s first holistic pet food brand, Solid Gold Pet for-

Stop Pet Odor Naturally!
It’s in our nature to be natural.

• Kanberra® was first to introduce • A complete line of water-based
an alcohol-free airborne blend of natural products – gel, spray and
Pure Australian Tea Tree Oils.
wipes – including economical
• All-natural air purifier attacks and refill sizes.
degrades mold and bacteria at the • Used worldwide by pet owners
source to eliminate odors.
to fight mold,
• Effective for repelling insects like mildew & odors.
Also for home,
fleas and ticks.
• No chemicals. Safe around kids auto, RV, boat,
sports bags and
and pets. Made in the USA.
more.

www.kanberragel.com / (800) 683-0021
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mulas are crafted with the highest quality of natural ingredients and are available for dogs and cats
of all sizes, life stages and diet needs,” said Jennifer Leen Berglund, director of marketing at Solid
Gold. “You’ll find a variety of flavor profiles and

options across an expanded line of new, healthy,
whole grains to grain- and gluten-free options for
both dogs and cats.”
Solid Gold’s lineup will meet any pet owner’s
criteria for optimum health.

The ony
Sure,
smalladditive
we useisis care.
pet bedding
comfortable.

But is it safe?

awf.com

AWF-30975 JuneAd45625x4875_PA.indd 1
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Comfort and safety are our primary
concern. So we produce only all-natural
bedding from pure, kiln-dried wood
shavings, and food-grade paper products,
not from paper pulp sludge byproducts
that are loaded with toxins. Help small
pets (and their owners) rest comfortably
and safely — with bedding from
American Wood Fibers.
Learn more at awf.com/sludgefree.

An EEO company

4/29/15 3:10 PM

“In an effort to deliver premium pet nutrition, we’ve sourced some of the highest quality,
nutrient-rich ingredients on the planet,” said Berglund. “From free-range venison to sustainably
fished Alaskan pollock, we’re relentless in our
efforts to find high-quality proteins. These proteins are combined with other ingredients such
as pumpkin, cranberries, kelp and lentils to create
formulas that are both nutritious and delicious
for pets.
What’s not in the food is very important as
well. All of Solid Gold’s formulas are free of corn,
wheat, soy and artificial flavors and preservatives.
The company has also recently launched
seven new dry food recipes for cats and ten new
recipes for dogs to offer even more variety to consumers interested in all-natural brands. Several
of them include specific ingredients to benefit
health problems like UTIs and obesity.
“Some of our new cat products include Nature’s Harmony Antioxidant Blend, which includes cranberries in the formula and Fit as a
Fiddle, our new weight control product featuring
fresh caught Alaskan pollock,” said Berglund.
In fact, Solid Gold offers formulas with a
propriety blend of 11 nutrients, each delivering a
specific health benefit. Information is written directly on the colorful foil barrier bag to not only
attract customers but also to educate them.
Natural Balance has “natural” in the company name because they know the importance of
providing the best nutrition available.
“Pets thrive by consuming the right variety of
healthy foods that support their needs throughout their lives,” said Heather Govea, general
manager at Natural Balance Pet Foods. “Just like
with our health, it is important that pets consume
wholesome ingredients and key nutrients in order to feel good inside and look good, too.”
According to Govea, Natural Balance pet
foods are as unique as they are healthy.
“Natural Balance carefully selects high-quality ingredients to create wholesome formulas
which provide the nutrition your pet needs to
lead a healthy, naturally balanced lifestyle,” she
said. “Our pet food is scientifically formulated
with optimal levels of premium proteins, fruits,
vegetables and key nutrients like complex carbohydrates that all work together to support overall
pet well-being. In creating our unique, high-quality formulas, we offer ingredients that most pets
have not been exposed to in their normal diets,
like rabbit, kangaroo, pumpkin and legumes. Our
products never contain any artificial flavors or
colors.”
They even created a special program so customers know they aren’t feeding their pets anything unsafe.
“At Natural Balance, the health and safety of
pets is our first priority,” said Govea. “Not only are
our products made from the finest ingredients
but they are extensively tested for safety through
our Buy With Confidence program. Every production run of Natural Balance Pet Foods is tested for nine known contaminants before distribution so that pet parents can Buy With Confidence
and know that their pet’s food is safe.”
Halo is very proud of their all-natural product line.
“For more than 25 years, Halo, Purely for Pets

5/29/2015 5:15:58 PM
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has created holistic pet products of uncompromising quality, with real meat and never chicken
meal or other rendered animal parts,” said David
Yaskulka, VP of marketing communications at
Halo. “Formulated with vitamins, minerals and
other trace nutrients, Halo never contains artificial colors, flavors or preservatives.
Halo uses whole grains and fresh fruits and
vegetables, with no fillers.”
Once again, Halo knows all about pet humanization trends. They provide ingredients that
pet owners themselves eat to stay healthy.
“In addition to natural diets free of artificial
colors, flavors and preservatives, consumers are
looking for superfoods and health food in their
pets’ diet, like kale, kelp, quinoa, coconut oil and
berries and novel proteins like venison, quail and
trout,” said Yaskulka.
Halo’s products offer additional—and unexpected—benefits.
“In a survey of shelters that have received
donations of Halo, 75 percent said the quality of
Halo Spot’s Stew ‘definitely helps’ dogs and cats
to get adopted,” said Yaskulka. “The reasons cited—shinier coats, clearer eyes, more energy and
vitality—all help shelter pets put their best paw
forward. Halo is proud to make a difference for
shelter pets in this way.”
Cardinal’s Pet Botanics line started as dog
food rolls that were primarily used by trainers to
reward their animals with a healthy, meaty treat.
Now, the company has also gotten into the natural food game.
“Every Pet Botanics product includes a special blend of botanical antioxidants called BotaniFits,” said Barbara Denzer, head of marketing at
Cardinal Pet Care. “Our dog foods are grain-free,
which can help alleviate allergies and digestive
problems and our formulas are low glycemic to
provide sustained energy.”
Pet Botanics’ BotaniFits blend uses beneficial
ingredients found in nature like rosemary, cranberries, dandelion and Yucca schidigera to provide antioxidants and key vitamins.
“Pet Botanics products provide lean protein
for energy and muscle maintenance,” said Denzer.
“Our grain-free products have helped many dogs
who struggle with allergies, itchy dry skin or other inflammatory responses. The super palatable
formulas make meal time or treat time that much
easier for pets and their owners.”
Treating Pets Naturally
Natural treats have also exploded in popularity
throughout the industry.
WHIMZEES Dental Chews were developed
to help remove plaque and tarter while dogs chew
away on them. They also help retailers stay on top
of the demand for all-natural brands.
“There are a few trends that are very important at the moment to pet parents and retailers alike,” said Jeff Camosci, vice president of
marketing and sales in North America, Paragon
Pet Products. “The first is ‘natural.’ Pet parents
are reading the ingredient labels of consumable
products and seeking out natural products with
limited ingredients that they can identify.”
WHIMZEES are also great for tapping into
another common trend.
“There are more and more dogs suffering

p001-020_Natural.indd 13

from allergies. Fighting allergies is a big reason
that pet parents look more often for grain-free or
gluten-free treats for their pets and retailers are
answering the call by carrying products absent of
glutens and grains on their shelves.WHIMZEES

are made using limited, vegetable-based ingredients only of human-food-grade quality and
are free of wheat, corn, gluten, preservatives and
added sugars.”
That isn’t all that makes WHIMZEES a
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Award winning KENIC "Retro" line of quality pet products. 1965 was when the original "Pink Pup" was born. The
company has expanded the line to include four hip shampoo formulas to meet your grooming needs.
Our shampoos have been detergent and soap free since the 60's. We have gone back to our roots with this cool
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Brushless-Toothpaste by Ark Naturals

Provides all the benefits of brushing without the hassle. On the outside, effective breath
freshening ingredients and abrasive action help plaque and tartar control. On the inside,
Ark’s patented toothpaste center controls plaque, tartar, and bacteria causing bad breath.
Using all natural quality ingredients, Brushless-ToothPaste is highly digestible.
www.arknaturals.com

unique item to stock.
“Because of many recent recalls from meatbased pet products, there is a growing group of
pet owners looking specifically for vegetarian
products and WHIMZEES offers a true vegetarian solution and human-grade ingredients.”
Top Dog Kitchen makes treats with extremely limited ingredients. There are no by-products
or preservatives in them. They come in flavors
like chicken, lamb, beef, turkey and sweet potato
and they don’t contain fillers, additives, salts, sugars, dyes or preservatives.
Top Dog Kitchen’s line of treats is also allergy-friendly.
“We are constantly questioned by customers about their pet’s itching or ear problems and
more,” said Kathleen Menchero, founder of Top
Dog Kitchen. “So we want to help them start from
the inside out.”
Plato Pet Treats’ entire product line falls under the natural category.

“From very early on, we became organic
certified,” said Aaron Merrell, cofounder and
co-owner of Plato. “We aren’t adding anything
artificial. We aren’t adding any syrups or sugars
or flavorings to the product itself. We have simple,
very easy to understand ingredients.”
Plato Pet Treats also feature natural ingredients like fruits and vegetables.
“We have focused on creating a product that
pet owners can feel good about feeding their dog
and that the dog can respond positively to,” said
Merrell.
Jones Natural Chews bakes their products
themselves and avoids artificial ingredients.
“The ingredients are sourced from USA
sources and are the natural version of the
product,” said Laura Jones-Herr, finance officer at Jones Natural Chews. “We have stringent guidelines we use to ensure the ingredients are natural and have not been chemically
altered.”

These natural ingredients offer a long-lasting
chewing experience to dogs, with owners benefiting by the dogs needing fewer treats overall.
“Because they are meat based, they tend to
have a higher protein content,” said Jones-Herr.
“The bones and some of the chews also provide a
longer lasting chew. A dog has a natural instinct
for chewing and these products help to provide a
great chewing experience.”
Jones Natural Chews does a lot of customer
education for retailers.
“We include a recommended dog size for
each product and have educational material
included on the inside of the labels to help
guide the customer to pick the right chew or
treat for their dog,” said Jones-Herr “It is our
goal to provide a safe, fun chewing experience
for every dog.”
There is clearly no shortage of natural diets
and treats for retailers to offer customers seeking
healthy alternatives for their pets.

Protect Pets from Fleas and Ticks the Natural Way
Lumino’s Diatomaceous
Earth for Pets is EPA
registered to be applied
directly on animals to kill fleas
and ticks. Formulated with 78%
Diatomaceous Earth and 22%
other food grade ingredients.

Lumino’s Diatomaceous Earth
for Pets and People is 100% Food
Grade Diatomaceous Earth. Chemical
free, non-toxic and healthy for humans,
animals and the environment.

Call or email for wholesale
price sheets, product samples
or to find a distributor.
800.870.2170
info@LuminoPets.com
Division of Lumino Wellness, LLC
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Feed Smart. Not Less.
Helping your customers' pets
get to a healthy, optimum
weight is as easy as 1-2-3:
• Offer high-protein premium meatbased canned diets, 100% USA
sourced fresh daily and made
in the kitchens of Evanger's
• Suggest adding Evanger’s
low-fat canned Vegetarian
to Evanger's grain-free or
low-grain kibble
• Recommend 6-Calorie guilt-free
Nothing But Natural® Jerky Treats

Evanger's has been making wholesome nutritious pet foods
using fresh meats, 100% sourced from USA farms, since
1935. An Evanger's Dog enjoys healthy, delicious, premium
meats with no fillers. Family-owned and Vet-recommended.

Evanger's is available
to the consumer
exclusively through
you, the independent
retailer. Contact your
Evanger's rep for
promotions and
product news.
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Waste Not,
Want Not

More waste management products now made with natural materials

T

here is a topic in the pet industry that no
one likes to talk about, yet it is the one thing
every pet has in common. That’s right,
waste management. When nature calls, pets and
owners need products that will answer that call.
The best way to take care of a pet’s business
is with natural products. These are litters, bedding and bags that are made with all-natural ingredients and materials to help make customer’s
lives easier and also reduce the carbon footprint.
Less Litter Cat Litter
Take World’s Best Litter for instance. It’s made
from renewable ingredients and is completely
free of silica dust. It’s the only litter made from
whole-kernel corn. It has naturally absorbent
structures that help keep smells inside the litter
box. Available in 7-, 8-, 15- and 28-pound bags,
there is a bag size to fit any cat household.
Even the Lavender Scented Multiple Cat
Clumping litter is completely free of chemicals, clays and perfumes. The Forest Scented
Clumping litter adds natural wood fibers to
the whole-kernel formula to create a gentle fragrance of a forest.
Advanced Natural Scent Clumping is made
from a special blend of naturally absorbent plant
fibers that promise odor control and smaller
tighter clumps for easier clean up. It actually has
double the odor control.
Advanced Natural Pine Clumping litter
adds real pine to the plant fibers to deliver a
clean pine scent. Both of these are perfect for
multiple cat homes.
Swheat Scoop is also a naturally clumping litter made of wheat. It’s earth friendly and
100-percent biodegradable. Unlike other clumping litters, Swheat Scoop contains no silica dust,
sodium bentonite or chemicals of any kind.
Swheat Scoop digs through the misconcep-
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tion that natural litter isn’t as effective at eliminating odors as clay litters. It completely eliminates odors using two natural materials: starch
and an enzyme. It’s a great way to end cat litter
odors the natural way.
Swheat Scoop is available in three formulas: Original, Multi-Cat and Lightly Scented. All
contain 100-percent natural wheat with Lightly
Scented also containing natural aspen. With a
recent update to the packaging rolling out this
month, it is easier to pour and store than ever
before and cat customers will easily be enticed.
Okocat litter by Healthy Pet also carries litter
made from natural ingredients. Okocat offers four
varieties: natural wood clumping, longhair breed
formula, natural pine and natural dust-free paper.
All varieties are biodegradable for easy flushing as well. The pellets have been lab-tested and
proven to hold five times their weight in liquid.
The natural Dust Free formula works
great on cats with respiratory ailments and
even helps cat owners who suffer from allergies. With a contemporary product design and
a fun mascot, customers will show interest in
the product immediately.
Bag It
Dog owners are following the natural trend in
all their products and that even includes waste
products.
PoopBags have been around since 2005.
It’s a made in the U.S.A., compostable product
made of corn, vegetable oil and other renewable
resources. It’s extremely eco-friendly.
In fact, PoopBags has its own eco-meter using a paw rating system.
“The more paws you have, the more
eco-friendly,” said Paul Cannella, president and
founder of PoopBags LLC.
While five paws is the best and most natural

formula of the bags they are also the fastest to
break down. But the three and four paw products are still all certified USDA Biobased.
“We are the only manufacturer to have that
classification,” said Cannella.
The five paw Poop Bags start breaking down
in as little as 40-90 days at a commercial compost facility.
“They basically turn back into the equivalent of dirt,” said Cannella.
The exact ingredients for the bags vary depending on the time of the year and where the
materials are sourced.
“But it is all natural by-products,” said Cannella. “It could be sugar cane, wheat, at times
they have used tapioca or different kinds of
plants oils.”
Using these ingredients and materials offers a huge benefit to the environment. Customers don’t like the effects plastic bags have
on the environment.
“People estimate that plastic is going to be
around for hundreds to thousands of years,”
said Cannella. “But the sad part is that none of
us really know because plastic hasn’t even been
around 100 years so who knows how long we are
going to be dealing with the effects of that?”
Think Small
Small animals need litter too and Marshall Pet
Products is happy to provide a natural solution.
The company’s Premium Ferret Litter is completely dust-free and non-allergenic. It comes in 18and 50-pound bags and is biodegradable for easy
flushing. It’s made of 100-percent recycled paper
for 400 times more absorbency than clay litters.
With natural products sneaking into the
waste management category, it is clear that the
natural trend is here to stay and will keep expanding into different categories.
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Bear Crunch

by Charlee Bear Products

These treats have less than three calories each so they can be used for both training and fun. Grainfree and made from healthy, natural ingredients. Made to provide a special light crunch dogs love,
Bear Crunch comes in three flavors. www.charleebear.com

MEDICINAL
PURPOSES
CONSUMERS
SEEK NATURAL
SUPPLEMENTS
TO BENEFIT
PET HEALTH.
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C

ustomers are taking their beloved pets’
health into their own hands. More than
10 percent of pet owners buy supplements
and vitamins to help create a longer and happier
life for their canine and feline companions.
When shopping for supplements, consumers
want an all-natural line to aid in everything from
digestion to joint pain to anxiety to thicker, fuller fur.
Sprays and Balms That Calm
Earth Heart Inc. is all about aromatherapy.
Products like Canine Calm use pure essential
oils to help dogs relax during unsettling times,
while Guard Well helps soothe irritation by being directly applied to a pet’s skin.
“We use pure essential oils and nothing synthetic,” said Vicki Rae Thorne, president and founder of Earth Heart Inc. “We are using plant-based ingredients, so that’s what makes them natural.”
According to Thorne, everything Earth
Heart makes is based on solid aromatherapy
research and practice. She has been blending ingredients for 23 years now.
“The mists that we make are diluted and
ready to use,” she said. “They are safe enough to
reapply every ten minutes if you need to.”
So what makes these mists all natural and
100-percent safe?
“It’s the fact that pure essential oils are extracted from plants,” said Thorne. “There’s nothing
synthesized in a lab. The oils that are found in aromatic plants have incredible medicinal properties.”
Earth Heart products are very well received.
The four different oils currently available have
garnered lots of testimonials from happy, return
customers.
Lumino Wellness formulas replace toxic
chemicals with effective organic, naturally-occurring and wildcrafted ingredients. The company’s DogGone Calm Balm uses aromatherapy
to help calm anxious pets. The easy-to-apply

ointment contains 100-percent natural ingredients like organic coconut oil, beeswax, clary sage
and more. It helps to ease any stressful situation,
like vet visits, separation anxiety and fireworks.
Lumino Wellness also features a balm to soothe
hot spots on a dog’s skin caused by insect bites or
scratches. Canine Cool Balm for Hot Spots offers
instant relief and contains only organic and natural
ingredients and is completely safe if ingested.
The Nose & Paw Moisturizing Butter is also
made from ingredients found in nature, like
carrot seeds and eucalyptus, which help to cure
chapped or cracked paws and noses.
Edible Enhancers
PetsPrefer by Vets Plus, Inc., has an entire natural line of supplements for both dogs and cats.
With five different SKUs to stock for cats, it
will be easy to please a customer whose cat needs
extra hairball control or one who just wants to
maintain its overall health. The tablets are easy
to administer and are full of natural ingredients
like glucosamine and zinc.
PetsPrefer offers tablet supplements for dogs,
too, in seven SKUs to help with anything from reducing anxiety to making canine coats shine.
The company also features six different
chew remedies for dogs made with ingredients
like peppermint oil to combat bad breath and
ginseng to give senior dogs a little more energy.
LICKS Pill-Free is a line of liquid health supplements. They are all natural and boast a 98-percent absorption rate. Designed to ensure pets get
the most from every drop, they come in convenient, pre-dosed individual packages. Customers
can administer LICKS directly to their dogs by
mouth or they can put it right into their food. Cat
customers can put LICKS Pill-Free directly on
their cat’s paw or mix it in with food.
All of the LICKS Pill-Free products are made
in the U.S. There are six formulas for cats, includ-
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NATURAL 2015

WHIMZEES line by Paragon Pet Products

The WHIMZEES line of dog dental chews is made of all-natural ingredients including potatoes,
annatto extract, malt extract and alfalfa extract. No artificial colors, flavors, preservatives, GMOs,
gluten or meat. They’re also high in fiber and low in calories and sugars. The fun shapes please owners and dogs alike while helping to clean teeth and gums. www.whimzees.com

CHANGE HAPPENS
WHEN YOU HAVE A
PACK MENTALITY
Join other industry leaders to protect the
financial health of your business through
developing employee engagement,
increasing process efficiencies and
demonstrating leadership.

Your peers are making a
difference in their businesses,
the industry, and the world.
Become a member today:
www.petsustainability.org
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ing solutions for immune health, urinary tract
health, senior health and more and they all come
in packages of either 10 or 30 uses. LICKS Pill-Free
dog formulas come in seven varieties, including
solutions for digestion, allergies and more.
Natura Petz’s entire product line is 100-percent natural and uses ingredients that are uncommon but also extremely beneficial to pet health.
“Our products are not only organic but contain unique plant and marine ingredients that can
only be found in the Amazon and Andes,” said
Heidi Nevala, president of Natura Petz. “An example of a unique ingredient is an Andean root
called maca, which is an adaptogen, meaning that
it can detect stress in animal body systems and
work to restore or bring the body back into balance. Maca is especially good at reading metabolic stress, such as glandular dysfunction and then
working nutritionally to correct the imbalance.”
Natura Petz is always developing new products
with ingredients and nutrients found in nature.
“Both Vitamin Ninja and Tummy Gladiator
are our newest product additions and also contain unique plant and marine ingredients [that]
help deliver layers of therapeutic benefits for dogs
and cats because they are both nutritional and
medicinal in nature,” said Nevala. “They contain
a variety of healthy plant chemicals that include
both primary and secondary plant actions which
deliver layers of potential health supports and can
also help address the unknown in our pets, including undiagnosed disease or conditions.”
All Natura Petz supplements are chock full
of essential vitamins and minerals.
“Our products also contain naturally-occurring bio-available vitamins, minerals, proteins,
oils, fatty acids, antioxidants, amino acids and immune-balancing plant compounds to help bridge
nutritional gaps common in commercial diets and
may also enable our pets to thrive,” said Nevala.
With countless SKUs, Natura Petz has a supplement to please any customer’s needs.
Tomlyn offers a line of specifically-formulated
nutritional supplements for both cats and dogs.
Each Tomlyn all natural pet pharmaceutical
product contains multiple ingredients in three
potencies: 12x, 30X and LMI.
There are four varieties for cats: Anxiety
& Stress Control, Skin & Itch, Teeth & Gums
and Urinary Tract Infection. There are also
five varieties for dogs: Skin & Itch; Anxiety &
Stress; Allergies; Muscle, Joint & Arthritis and
Teeth & Gums.
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Naturally Wild
Wild Calling’s ingredients inspired by nature.
By Rebekah Harrison

W

e spoke with Jeremy
Peterson, executive vice
president at Wild Calling
about the company’s special ingredients, family impact and upcoming new products.
Rebekah: Can you tell me a little
about the history of Wild Calling?
Jeremy: We’re a family owned
company. My dad, brother and I
started the company and launched
in 2013 at Global Pet Expo. We
launched with a 97 percent meat
can. Those did really well, a lot of
stores brought them in. We started
getting a lot of requests for a dry
product from consumers and
stores. We looked at the dry market
and we said “How can we fit in?”
so we developed a couple different
concepts that ultimately came to be
realized into two categories of dog
food: Wild Calling Rocky Mountain Medley and Western Plain
Stampede.
This year, we added a third category called Exotic Essentials, which
is single-sourced protein diets with
exotic meats like rabbit, kangaroo
or bison.
Rebekah: Your motto is “a wildly
different company.” How is Wild
Calling unique?
Jeremy: For our Rocky Mountain
Medley, we developed a concept of

land, air and sea because red
meats are deficient in arginine
and histidine which are two of
the 10 essential amino acids
that a pet requires. By adding
the air and sea proteins, we get
all 10 essential amino acids in
that pet’s diet. We think it’s the
top of the nutrition pyramid,
grain-free diet on the market.
Our Western Plain Stampede
diets are single-sourced protein
diets for pets with allergies. So for
the pet owner who comes in with a
pet who is allergic to this, that and
the other, we put as few ingredients
as possible into the food with just
one protein source.
What makes our dry foods
different is that when we put them
together, we looked at the entire
dry category and we said “What are
companies doing that’s good and
what is being done that is bad?”
Grain-free is what people want
nowadays so everything we make
is grain-free. We also developed a
concept called GlycoEdge, where
we combined sweet potato, tapioca
and lentils to help regulate a pet’s
glucose and insulin levels. We came
out with a high meat, low-carb
grain-free food that used carbohydrates to help regulate that insulin
level.

We’re just trying to come out and
be as innovative as possible. We
want to bring new solutions to fix
old problems.
Rebekah: Wild Calling is a family owned company. Can you tell me
how that has impacted the way you
run things?
Jeremy: We try to put a personal
touch on everything. If you call
or email us, you’re going to get a
member of my family. It’s a very
personal and intimate, transparent
and open business environment to
kind of play into what people want
nowadays. People want a human
face on a company and we are
trying to restore that.
Rebekah: Any new products in
the works at Wild Calling?
Jeremy: We are going to launch a
new brand of pet food called Zoic.
It’s a grain-free food at a nice price
point that will be heavily targeted
to the millennial audience to help
stores differentiate their offerings.
We are launching this at SuperZoo.
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Simple Formulas. Simple Ingredients.

Exotic Protein — Wagyu Beef from New Zealand
Quality Ingredients
Grain Free
Complete & Balanced for All Breeds & Life Stages

100 N. 1st Street, Suite 200, Burbank, CA 91502 • 1 (800) 829-4493 • www.naturalbalanceinc.com
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The Food for a Lifetime.®
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